
Describe: put words on

Rx Urge

How to use these skills: Awareness. Acceptance, Action
Wise Mind = Emotional Mind + Reasonable Mind

Participate: enter into the experience
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One-mindfully: in the moment
Non-judgmentally: just the facts
Effectively: do what works
Ask for what you want & get it more often
Say “no” & set boundaries

Observe: Just notice (urge surfing)

Action Pain Sad ShameAngerFear Joy Skills R

Rate the intensity of the urge to use your TB
on a scale of 0-5 where 0 is the least intense
& 5 is the most intense. For action, use y/n to
signify if you used your TB. Use the same 0-5
scale for the intensity of your emotions. Rate
your skill usage based on the scale below &
ccheck the “R” column if you reinforced
yourself for using skills. Rx = prescribed meds.
0  -  Not thought about or used
1  -  Thought about, didn’t use, didn’t want to
2  -  Thought about, didn’t use, wanted to
3  -  Tried but couldn’t use them
4  -  Tried, used them but they didn’t help
5  -  5  -  Tried, used them, helped
6  -  Didn’t need to try, used them, didn’t help
7  -  Didn’t need to try, used them, helped
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Resolve conflict effectively & skillfully
DEAR MAN: getting what you want
GIVE: keeping the relationship
FAST: keeping your self-respect
Check your VITALS
Accumulate positive experiences
Build mastery
Cope ahead of time
P & L: Treat Physical iLlness
Eating: balance
Altering drugs: avoid mood altering drugs
Sleep: get enough/balance
Exercise: get consistently
Check the facts
Act Opposite to Emotion
Experience your emotion/urge as a wave
Loving emotions: experience, don’t judge, accept
TIPP: to reduce emotion fast
STOP: respond, don’t react

IMPROVE the moment
ACCEPTS: distract

Self-soothe with the 5 senses
Pros/Cons
Radical acceptance, willingness, turn the mind
Half-smile, willing hands
Observe the breath

Diary Card
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EMOTIONS SKILLS

WHAT SKILLS

HOW SKILLS

GOALS

ABC’S

PLEASE

“THIS TOO,
SHALL PASS.”


